We propose an automaton model which is a combination of symbolic and register automata, i.e., we enrich symbolic automata with memory. We call such automata Register Match Automata (RMA). RMA extend the expressive power of symbolic automata, by allowing formulas to be applied not only to the last element read from the input string, but to multiple elements, stored in their registers. RMA also extend register automata, by allowing arbitrary formulas, besides equality predicates. We study the closure properties of RMA under union, concatenation, Kleene+, complement and determinization and show that RMA, contrary to symbolic automata, are not determinizable when viewed as recognizers, without taking the output of transitions into account. However, when a window operator, a quintessential feature in Complex Event Processing, is used, RMA are indeed determinizable even when viewed as recognizers. We present detailed algorithms for constructing deterministic RMA from regular expressions extended with n-ary constraints. We show how RMA can be used in Complex Event Processing in order to detect patterns upon streams of events, using a framework that provides denotational and compositional semantics, and that allows for a systematic treatment of such automata.
Introduction
A Complex Event Processing (CEP) system takes as input a stream of events, along with a set of patterns, defining relations among the input events, and detects instances of pattern satisfaction, thus producing an output stream of complex events [20, 10] . Typically, an event has the structure of a tuple of values which might be numerical or categorical. Since time is of critical importance for CEP, a temporal formalism is used in order to define the patterns to be detected. Such a pattern imposes temporal (and possibly atemporal) constraints on the input events, which, if satisfied, lead to the detection of a complex event. Atemporal constraints may be "local", applying only to the last event read, e.g., in streams from temperature sensors, the constraint that the temperature of the last event is
Grammar for Patterns with n-ary Formulas
Before presenting RMA, we first briefly present a high-level formalism for defining CEP patterns, called "CEP logic" (CEPL), introduced in [16] (where a detailed exposition and examples may be found).
We first introduce an example from [16] that will be used throughout the paper to provide intuition. The example is that of a set of sensors taking temperature and humidity measurements, monitoring an area for the possible eruption of fires. A stream is a sequence of events, where each event is a tuple of the form (type, id, value) . The first attribute (type) is the type of measurement: H for humidity and T for temperature. The second one (id) is an integer identifier, unique for each sensor. It has a finite set of possible values. Finally, the third one (value) is the real-valued measurement from a possibly infinite set of values. Table 1 shows an example of such a stream. We assume that events are temporally ordered and their order is implicitly provided through the index. The basic operators of CEPL's grammar are the standard operators of regular expressions, i.e., concatenation, union and Kleene+, frequently referred to with the equivalent terms sequence, disjunction and iteration respectively. The formal definition is as follows [16] :
Definition 1 (core-CEPL grammar). The core-CEPL grammar is defined as:
where R is a relation name, x a variable, f a selection formula, ";" denotes sequence, "OR" denotes disjunction and "
+ " denotes iteration.
Intuitively, R refers to the type of an event (e.g., T for temperature) and variables x are used in order to be able to refer to events involved in a pattern through the FILTER constraints (e.g., T AS x FILTER x.value > 20) . From now on, we will use the term "expression" to refer to CEPL patterns defined as above and the term "formula" to refer to the selection formulas f in FILTER expressions. Note that extended versions of CEPL include more operators, beyond the core ones presented above, but these will not be treated in this paper. We reserve such a treatment for future work.
Assume that S = t 0 t 1 t 2 · · · is a stream of events/tuples and φ a CEPL expression. Our aim is to detect matches of φ in S. A match M is a set of natural numbers, referring to indices in the stream. If M ={i 1 , i 2 , · · · } is a match for φ, then the set of tuples referenced by M , S[M ]={t i1 , t i2 , · · · } represents a complex event (of type φ). Determining whether an arbitrary set of indices is a match for an expression requires a definition for the semantics of CEPL expressions, which may be found in [16] . There is one remark that is worth making at this point. Let φ:=(T AS x); (H AS y) be a CEPL expression for our running example. It aims at detecting pairs of events in the stream, where the first is a temperature measurement and the second a humidity measurement. Readers familiar with automata theory might expect that, when applied to the stream of Table 1 , it would detect only M ={2, 3} as a match. However, in CEP, such contiguous matches are not always the most interesting. This is the reason why, according to the CEPL semantics, all the possible pairs of T events followed by H events are accepted as matches. Specifically, {0, 3}, {0, 4}, {1, 3}, {1, 4}, {2, 3}, {2, 4} would all be matches. There are ways to enforce a more "classical behavior" for CEPL expressions, like accepting only contiguous matches, but this requires the notion of selection strategies [16, 30] . We only deal with the default "behavior" of CEPL expressions. As another example, let 
be a CEPL expression, as previously, but with the binary formula x.id=y.id as an extra constraint.
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The matches for this expression would be the same, except for {2, 3}, since events/tuples t 2 and t 3 have different sensor identifiers. The semantics of CEPL requires the notions of valuations (a valuation is a partial function v : X N, mapping variables to indices, see [16] ) and may be informally given as follows: The base case, R AS x, is similar to the base case in classical automata. We check whether the event is of type R, i.e., if M = {i}, v(x) = i for the valuation v and the type of t i is R, then M is indeed a match. For the case of expressions like φ FILTER f (x, y, z, · · · ), M under v must be a match of the sub-expression φ. In addition, the tuples associated with the variables x, y, z, · · · through v must satisfy f , i.e., f (t v(x) , t v(y) , t v(z) , · · · ) = TRUE. If φ := φ 1 OR φ 2 , M must be a match either of φ 1 or of φ 2 . If φ := φ 1 ; φ 2 , then we must be able to split M in two matches M = M 1 · M 2 (M 2 follows M 1 ) so that M 1 is a match of φ 1 and M 2 is a match of φ 2 . Finally, for φ := ψ + , we must be able to split M in n matches M = M 1 · M 2 · · · M n so that M 1 is a match of the sub-expression ψ (under the initial valuation v) and the subsequent matches M i are also matches of ψ (under new valuations v i ). The fact that M is a match of φ over a stream S, starting at index i ∈ N, and under the valuation v is denoted by M ∈ φ (S, i, v) [16] .
Variables in CEPL expressions are useful for defining constraints in the form of formulas. However, careless use of variables may lead to some counter-intuitive and undesired consequences. The notions of well-formed and safe expressions deal with such cases [16] . For our purposes, we need to impose some further constraints on the use of variables. Our aim is to construct an automaton model that can capture CEPL expressions with n-ary formulas. In addition, we would like to do so with automata that have a finite number of registers, where each register is a memory slot that can store one event. The reason for the requirement of bounded memory is that automata with unbounded memory have two main disadvantages: they often have undesirable theoretical properties, e.g., push-down automata are not closed under determinization; and they are not a realistic option for CEP applications, which always work with restricted resources. Under the CEPL semantics though, it is not always possible to capture patterns with bounded memory. This is the reason why we restrict our attention to a fragment of core-CEPL that can be evaluated with bounded memory. As an example of an expression requiring unbounded memory, consider the following:
Although a bit counter-intuitive, it is well-formed. It captures a sequence of one or more T events, followed by a H event and the FILTER formula checks that all these events are from the same sensor. M ={0, 1, 3} would be a match for this expression in our example. However, if more T events from the sensor with id=1 were present before the H event, then these should also constitute a match, regardless of the number of these T events. An automaton trying to capture such a pattern would need to store all the T events, until it sees a H event and can compare the id of this H event with the id of every previous T event. Therefore, such an automaton would require unbounded memory. Note that, for this simple example with the equality comparison, an automaton could be built that stores only the first T event and then checks this event's id with the id of every new event. In the general case and for more complex constraints though, e.g., an inequality comparison, all T events would have to be stored. We exclude such cases by focusing on the so-called bounded expressions, which are a specific case of well-formed expressions. Bounded expressions are formally defined as follows (see [16] for a definition of bound(φ)):
Definition 2 (Bounded expression). A core-CEPL expression φ is bounded if it is well-formed and one of the following conditions hold:
φ := R AS x. φ := ψ FILTER f and ∀x ∈ var(f ), we have that x ∈ bound(ψ).
In other words, for ψ FILTER f , variables in f must be defined inside ψ and not in a wider scope. Additionally, if a variable is defined in a disjunct of an OR operator, then it must be defined in every other disjunct of this operator. Variables defined inside a + operator are also not allowed to be used outside this operator and vice versa. Finally, variables are not to be shared among sub-expressions of ; operators. According to this definition then, Expression (2) is well-formed, but not bounded, since variable y in (T AS x FILTER x.id=y.id) does not belong to bound(T AS x). Note that this definition does not exclude nesting of regular expression operators. For example, consider the following expression:
It has nested Kleene+ operators but is still bounded, since variables are not used outside the scope of the Kleene+ operators where they are defined.
Register Match Automata
In order to capture bounded core-CEPL expressions, we propose Register Match Automata (RMA), an automaton model equipped with memory, as an extension of MA introduced in [16] . The basic idea is the following. We add a set of registers RG to an automaton in order to be able to store events from the stream that will be used later in n-ary formulas. Each register can store at most one event.
In order to evaluate whether to follow a transition or not, each transition is equipped with a guard, in the form of a formula. If the formula evaluates to TRUE, then the transition is followed. Since a formula might be n-ary, with n>1, the values passed to its arguments during evaluation may be either the current event or the contents of some registers, i.e., some past events. In other words, the transition is also equipped with a register selection, i.e., a tuple of registers. Before evaluation, the automaton reads the contents of those registers, passes them as arguments to the formula and the formula is evaluated. Additionally, if, during a run of the automaton, a transition is followed, then the transition has the option to write the event that triggered it to some of the automaton's registers. These are called its write registers, i.e., the registers whose contents may be changed by the transition. Finally, each transition, when followed, produces an output, either •, denoting that the event is not part of the match for the pattern that the RMA tries to capture, or •, denoting that the event is part of the match. We also allow for -transitions, as in classical automata, i.e., transitions that are followed without consuming any events and without altering the contents of the registers. We now formally define RMA. To aid understanding, we present three separate definitions: one for the automaton itself, one for its transitions and one for its configurations.
where Q is a finite set of states, Q s ⊆ Q the set of start states, Q f ⊆ Q the set of final states, RG a finite set of registers and ∆ the set of transitions (see Definition 4). When we have a single start state, we denote it by q s .
For the definition of transitions, we need the notion of a γ function representing the contents of the registers, i.e., γ : RG ∪ {∼} → tuples(R). The domain of γ also contains ∼, representing the current event, i.e., γ(∼) returns the last event consumed from the stream.
Definition 4 (Transition of RMA). A transition δ ∈ ∆ is a tuple (q, f, rs, p, R, o) , also written as
Figure 1 RMA corresponding to Expression (1).
(r 1 , · · · , r n ) the register selection, where r i ∈ RG ∪ {∼} , R ∈ 2 RG the write registers and o ∈ {•, •} is the set of outputs. We say that a transition applies iff δ= and no event is consumed, or f (γ(r 1 ), · · · , γ(r n ))=TRUE upon consuming an event.
We will use the dot notation to refer to elements of tuples, e.g., if A is a RMA, then A.Q is the set of its states. For a transition δ, we will also use the notation δ.source and δ.target to refer to its source and target state respectively. We will also sometimes write γ(rs) as shorthand notation for (γ(r 1 ), · · · , γ(r n )).
As an example, consider the RMA of Fig. 1 . Each transition is represented as f /rs/R/o, where f is its formula, rs its register selection, R its write registers and o its output. The formulas of the transitions are presented in a separate box, above the RMA. Note that the arguments of the formulas do not correspond to any variables of any CEPL expression, but to registers, through the register selection (we use z and w as arguments to avoid confusion with the variables of CEPL expressions). Take the transition from q s to q 1 as an example. It takes the last event consumed from the stream (∼) and passes it as argument to the unary formula f . If f evaluates to TRUE, it writes this last event to register r 1 , displayed inside a dashed square in Fig. 1 , and outputs •. On the other hand, the transition from q 1 to q f uses both the current event and the event stored in r 1 ((∼, r 1 )) and passes them to the binary formula f . Finally, the formula TRUE (for example, in the self-loop of q s ) is a unary predicate that always evaluates to TRUE. The RMA of Fig. 1 captures Expression (1).
Note that there is a subtle issue with respect to how formulas are evaluated. The definition about when a transition applies, as it is, does not take into account cases where the contents of some register(s) in a register selection are empty. In such cases, it would not be possible to evaluate a formula (or we would need a 3-valued algebra, like Kleene's or Lukasiewicz's; see [6] for an introduction to many-valued logics). For our purposes, it is sufficient to require that all registers in a register selection are not empty whenever a formula is evaluated (they can be empty before any evaluation). There is a structural property of RMA, in the sense that it depends only on the structure of the RMA and is independent of the stream, that can satisfy this requirement. We require that, for a RMA A, for every state q, if r is a register in one of the register selections of the outgoing transitions of q, then r must appear in every trail to q. A trail is a sequence of successive transitions (the target of every transition must be the source of the next transition) starting from the start state, without any state re-visits. A walk is similarly defined, but allows for state re-visits. We say that a register r appears in a trail if there exists at least one transition δ in the trail such that r ∈ δ.R.
We can describe formally the rules for the behavior of a RMA through the notion of configuration: q, γ] , where i is the index of the next event to be consumed, q is the current state of A and γ the current contents of A's registers. We say that c = [i , q , γ ] is a successor of c iff the following hold:
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For the initial configuration c s , before consuming any events, we have that c s .q ∈ Q s and, for each r ∈ RG, c s .γ(r)= , where denotes the contents of an empty register, i.e., the initial state is one of the start states and all registers are empty. Transitions from the start state cannot reference any registers in their register selection, but only ∼. Hence, they are always unary. In order to move to a successor configuration, we need a transition whose formula evaluates to TRUE, applied to ∼, if it is unary, or to ∼ and the contents of its register selection, if it is n-ary. If this is the case, we move one position ahead in the stream and update the contents of this transition's write registers, if any, with the event that was read. If the transition is an -transition, we do not move the stream pointer and do not update the registers, but only move to the next state. We denote a succession by
if we need to refer to the transition and its output. The actual behavior of a RMA upon reading a stream is captured by the notion of the run:
A run of the RMA of Fig. 1 , while consuming the first four events from the stream of Table 1 , is the following:
Transition superscripts refer to states of the RMA, e.g., δ s,s is the transition from the start state to itself, δ s,1 is the transition from the start state to q 1 , etc. Run (3) is not the only run, since the RMA could have followed other transitions with the same input, e.g., moving directly from q s to q 1 .
The set of all runs over a stream S that A can follow is denoted by Run n (A, S) and the set of all accepting runs by Run f n (A, S). If is a run of a RMA A over a stream S of length n, by match( ) we denote all the indices in the stream that were "marked" by the run, i.e., match( )={i ∈ [0, n] : o i =•}. For the example of Run (3), we see that this run outputs a • after consuming t 1 and t 3 . Therefore, match( )={1, 3}. We can also see that there exists another accepting run for which match( )={0, 3}. These are then the matches of this RMA after consuming the first four events of the example stream. We formally define the matches produced by a RMA as follows, similarly to the definition of matches of MA [16]:
Definition 7 (Matches of RMA). The set of matches of a RMA A over a stream S at index n is:
The set of matches of a RMA A over a stream S is:
Translating Expressions to Register Match Automata
We now show how, for each bounded, core-CEPL expression with n-ary formulas, we can construct an equivalent RMA. Equivalence between an expression φ and a RMA A φ means that a set of stream indices M is a match of φ over a stream S iff M is a match of A φ over S or, more formally,
Theorem 8. For every bounded, core-CEPL expression (with n-ary formulas) there exists an equivalent RMA. Proof and algorithm sketch. The complete RMA construction algorithm and the full proof for the case of n-ary formulas and a single direction may be found in the Appendix. Here, we first present an example, to give the intuition, and then present the outline of one direction of the proof. Let
be a bounded, core-CEPL expression. With this expression, we want to monitor sensors for possible failures. We want to detect cases where a sensor records temperatures outside some range of values (x) and continues to transmit measurements (y), so that we are alerted to the fact that measurement y might not be trustworthy. The last FILTER condition is a binary formula, applied to both y and x. Fig.  2 shows the process for constructing the RMA which is equivalent to Expression (4).
ALGORITHM 1: CEPL to RMA for n-ary filter (simplified) add r j to the register selection of δ;
The algorithm is compositional, starting from the base case φ:=R AS x FILTER f . The base case and the three regular expression operators (sequence, disjunction, iteration) are handled in a manner almost identical as for Match Automata, with the exception of the sequence operator (φ = φ 1 ; φ 2 ), where some simplifications are made due to the fact that expressions are bounded (var(φ 1 ) ∩ var(φ 2 ) = ∅). In this proof sketch, we focus on expressions with n-ary formulas, like
We first start by constructing the RMA for the base case expressions. For the example of Fig. 2) . The ";" operator is handled by connecting the RMA of its sub-expressions through an -transition, without adding any new states (see the green transition). Iteration, not applicable in this example, is handled by joining the final state of the original automaton to its start state through an -transition.
Finally, for expressions with an n-ary formula we do not add any states or transitions. We only modify existing transitions and possibly add registers, as per Algorithm 1 (this is a simplified version of Algorithm 3 in the Appendix). For the example of Expression (4), this new formula is y.id=x.id and the transitions that are modified are shown in blue in Fig. 2 . First, we locate the transition(s) where the new formula should be added. It must be a transition associated with one of the variables of the formula, which, in our example, means either with x or y. But the x-associated q must be stored, so that they can be retrieved when the RMA reaches q s 3 →q f 3 . Therefore, we add a register (r 1 ) and make them write to it. Since these two transitions are in different paths of the same OR operator and both refer to a common variable (x), we add only a single register. We then return back to q s 3 →q f 3 in order to update its formula. Initially, its unary formula was f 3 (z):=(z.type=T ). We now add r 1 to its register selection and append the binary constraint y.id=x.id as a conjunct, thus resulting in f 3 (z, w):=(z.type=T ∧z.id=w.id).
We provide a proof sketch for the case of n-ary formulas and for a single direction. We show
note that the proof is inductive, with the induction hypothesis being that what we want to prove holds for the sub-expression
, if M is a match of A φ then it should also be a match of A φ , since A φ has more constraints on some of its transitions. We have thus proven the left-hand side of the induction hypothesis. As a result, we can conclude that its right-hand side also holds, i.e., ∃v : M ∈ φ (S, i, v ). Our goal is to find a valuation v such that M ∈ φ (S, i, v) . We can try the valuation v that we just found for the sub-expression φ . We can show that v is indeed a valuation for φ as well. As per the definition of the CEPL semantics [16] , to do so, we need to prove two facts: that M ∈ φ (S, i, v ), which has just been proven; and that v s f , i.e., that f evaluates to TRUE when its arguments are the tuples referenced by v . We can indeed prove the second fact as well, by taking advantage of the fact that M is produced by an accepting run of A φ . This run must have gone through a transition where f was a conjunct and thus f does evaluate to TRUE.
Note that the inverse direction of Theorem 8 is not necessarily true. RMA are more powerful than bounded, core-CEPL expressions. There are expressions which are not bounded but could be captured by RMA. (T AS x) ; (H AS y FILTER y.id=x.id) + is such an example. An automaton for this expression would not need to store any H events. It would suffice for it to just compare the id of every newly arriving H event with the id of the stored (and single) T event. A complete investigation of the exact class of CEPL expressions that can be captured with bounded memory is reserved for the future. The construction algorithm for RMA uses -transitions. As expected, it can be shown that such -transitions can be removed from a RMA. The proof and the elimination algorithm are standard and are omitted.
We now study the closure properties of RMA under union, concatenation, Kleene+, complement and determinization. We first provide the definition for deterministic RMA. Informally, a RMA is said to be deterministic if it has a single start state and, at any time, with the same input event, it can follow no more than one transition with the same output. The formal definition is as follows:
Definition 9 (Deterministic RMA (DRMA)). Let A be a RMA and q a state of A. We say that A is deterministic if for all transitions (q, This notion of determinism is similar to that used for MA in [16] . According to this notion, the RMA of Fig. 1 is deterministic, since the two transitions from the start state have different outputs. A DRMA can thus have multiple runs. We should state that there is also another notion of determinism, similar to that in [22] , which is stricter and can be useful in some cases. This notion requires at most one transition to be followed, regardless of the output. According to this strict definition, the RMA of Fig. 1 , e.g., is non-deterministic, since both transitions from the start state can evaluate to TRUE. By definition, for this kind of determinism, at most one run may exist for every stream. We will use this notion of determinism in the next section.
We now give the definition for closure under union, concatenation, Kleene+, complement and determinization:
Definition 10 (Closure of RMA). We say that RMA are closed under: union if, for every RMA A 1 and A 2 , there exists a RMA A such that A (S) = A 1 (S)∪ A 2 (S) for every stream S, i.e., M is a match of A iff it is a match of A 1 or A 2 . concatenation if, for every RMA A 1 and A 2 , there exists a RMA A such that 
For the closure properties of RMA, we have:
Theorem 11. RMA are closed under concatenation, union, Kleene+ and determinization, but not under complement.
Proof sketch. The proof for concatenation, union and Kleene+ follows from the proof of Theorem 8. The proof about complement is is essentially the same as that for register automata [18] . The proof for determinization is presented in the Appendix. It is constructive and the determinization algorithm is based on the power-set construction of the states of the non-deterministic RMA and is similar to the algorithm for symbolic automata, but also takes into account the output of each transition. It does not add or remove any registers. It works in a manner very similar to the determinization algorithm for symbolic automata and MA [29, 16] . It initially constructs the power set of the states of the URMA. The members of this power set will be the states of the DRMA. It then tries to make each such new state, say q d , deterministic, by creating transitions with mutually exclusive formulas when they have the same output. The construction of these mutually exclusive formulas is done by gathering the formulas of all the transitions that have as their source a member of q d . Out of these formulas, the set of min-terms is created, i.e., the mutually exclusive conjuncts constructed from the initial formulas, where each conjunct is a formula in its original or its negated form. A transition is then created for each combination of a min-term with an output, with q d being the source. Then, only one transition with the same output can apply, since these min-terms are mutually exclusive.
RMA can thus be constructed from the three basic operators (union, concatenation and Kleene+) in a compositional manner, providing substantial flexibility and expressive power for CEP applications. However, as is the case for register automata [18], RMA are not closed under complement, something which could pose difficulties for handling negation, i.e., the ability to state that a sub-pattern should not happen for the whole pattern to be detected. We reserve the treatment of negation for future work.
Windowed Expressions and Output-agnostic Determinism
As already mentioned, the notion of determinism that we have used thus far allows for multiple runs. However, there are cases where a deterministic automaton with a single run is needed. Having a single run offers the advantage of an easier handling of automata that work in a streaming setting, since no clones need to be created and maintained for the multiple runs. On the other hand, deterministic automata with a single run are more expensive to construct before the actual processing can begin and can have exponentially more states than non-deterministic automata. A more important application of deterministic automata with a single run for our line of work is when we need to forecast the occurrence of complex events, i.e., when we need to probabilistically infer when a pattern is expected to be detected (see [2] for an example of event forecasting, using classical automata). In this case, having a single run allows for a direct translation of an automaton to a Markov chain [25] , a critical step for making probabilistic inferences about the automaton's run-time behavior. Capturing the behavior of automata with multiple runs through Markov chains could possibly be achieved, although it could require techniques, like branching processes [14] , in order to capture the cloning of new runs and killing of expired runs. This is a research direction we would like to explore, but in this paper we will try to investigate whether a transformation of a non-deterministic RMA to a deterministic RMA with a single run is possible. We will show that this is indeed possible if we add windows to CEPL expressions and ignore the output of the transitions. Ignoring the output of transitions is a reasonable restriction for forecasting, since we are only interested about when a pattern is detected and not about which specific input events constitute a match.
We first introduce the notion of output-agnostic determinism:
Definition 12 (Output-agnostic determinism). Let A be a RMA and q a state of A. We say that A is output-agnostic deterministic if for all transitions (q, Proof sketch. Consider the RMA of Fig. 1 . For a stream of m T events, followed by one H event with the same id, this RMA detects m matches, regardless of the value of m, since it is non-deterministic. It can afford multiple runs and create clones of itself upon the appearance of every new T event. On the other hand, an output-agnostic DRMA with k registers is not able to handle such a stream in the case of m > k, since it can have only a single run and can thus remember at most k events.
We can overcome this negative result, by using windows in CEPL expressions and RMA. In general, CEP systems are not expected to remember every past event of a stream and produce matches involving events that are very distant. On the contrary, it is usually the case that CEP patterns include an operator that limits the search space of input events, through the notion of windowing. This observation motivates the introduction of windowing in CEPL.
Definition 14 (Windowed CEPL expression).
A windowed CEPL expression is an expression of the form φ := ψ WINDOW w, where ψ is a core-CEPL expression, as in Definition 1, and w ∈ N : w > 0. Given a match M , a stream S, and an index i ∈ N, we say that M belongs to the evaluation of φ := ψ WINDOW w over S starting at i and under the valuation
The WINDOW operator does not add any expressive power to CEPL. We could use the index of an event in the stream as an event attribute and then add FILTER formulas in an expression which ensure that the difference between the index of the last event read and the first is no greater that w. It is more convenient, however, to have an explicit operator for windowing.
It is easy to see that for windowed expressions we can construct an equivalent RMA. In order to achieve our final goal, which is to construct an output-agnostic DRMA, we first show how we can construct a so-called unrolled RMA from a windowed expression:
Lemma 15. For every bounded and windowed core-CEPL expression there exists an equivalent unrolled RMA, i.e., a RMA without any loops, except for a self-loop on the start state.
Algorithm sketch. The full proof and the complete construction algorithm are presented in the Appendix. Here, we provide only the general outline of the algorithm and an example. Consider, e.g., the expression φ 4 :=φ 1 WINDOW w, a windowed version of Expression (1). Fig. 3a shows the steps taken for constructing the equivalent unrolled RMA for this expression. A simplified version of the determinization algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.
ALGORITHM 2: Constructing unrolled RMA for windowed expression (simplified).
Input: Windowed core-CEPL expression φ := ψ WINDOW w Output: Deterministic RMA A φ equivalent to φ
3 enumerate all walks of A ψ of length up to w; // Now unroll A ψ (Algorithm 7). 4 join walks through disjunction; 5 collapse common prefixes; 6 add loop-state with TRUE predicate on start state ;
The construction algorithm first produces a RMA as usual, without taking the window operator into account (see line 1 of Algorithm 2). For our example, the result would be the RMA of Fig. 1 .
Then the algorithm eliminates any -transitions (line 2). The next step is to use this RMA in order to create the equivalent unrolled RMA (URMA). The rationale behind this step is that the window constraint essentially imposes an upper bound on the number of registers that would be required for a DRMA. For our example, if w=3, then we know that we will need at least one register, if a T event is immediately followed by an H event. We will also need at most two registers, if two consecutive T events appear before an H event. The function of the URMA is to create the number of registers that will be needed, through traversing the original RMA. Algorithm 2 does this by enumerating all the walks of length up to w on the RMA graph, by unrolling any cycles. Lines 3 -6 of Algorithm 2 show this process in a simplified manner. The URMA for our example is shown in Fig. 3a for w=2 and w=3. The actual algorithm does not perform an exhaustive enumeration, but incrementally creates the URMA, by using the initial RMA as a generator of walks. Every time we expand a walk, we add a new transition, a new state and possibly a new register, as clones of the original transition, state and register. In our example, we start by creating a clone of q s in Fig. 1 , also named q s in Fig. 3a . From the start state of the initial RMA, we have two options. Either loop in q s through the TRUE transition or move to q 1 through the transition with the f formula. We can thus expand q s of the URMA with two new transitions: from q s to q t and from q s to q f in Fig. 3a . We keep expanding the RMA this way until we reach final states and without exceeding w. As a result, the final URMA has the form of a tree, whose walks and runs are of length up to w. Finally, we add a TRUE self-loop on the start state (not shown in Fig. 3a to avoid clutter), so that the RMA can work on streams. This loop essentially allows the RMA to skip any number of events and start detecting a pattern at any stream index.
A URMA then allows us to capture windowed expressions. Note though that the algorithm we presented above, due to the unrolling operation, can result in a combinatorial explosion of the number of states of the DRMA, especially for large values of w. Its purpose here was mainly to establish Lemma 15. In the future, we intend to explore more space-efficient techniques for constructing RMA equivalent to windowed expressions, e.g., by incorporating directly the window constraint as a formula in the RMA.
Having a URMA makes it easy to subsequently construct an output-agnostic DRMA:
Corollary 16. Every URMA constructed from a bounded and windowed core-CEPL expression is output-agnostic determinizable.
Proof sketch. In order to convert a URMA to an output-agnostic DRMA we modify the determinization algorithm so that the transition outputs are not taken into account. Min-terms are constructed as in symbolic automata. The proof about an accepting run of the URMA existing iff an accepting run of the output-agnostic DRMA exists is then the same as the proof for standard determinization. The difference is that we cannot extend the proof to also state that the matches of the two RMA are the same, since agnostic-output DRMA have a single-run and produce a single match, whereas URMA produce multiple matches.
As an example, Fig. 3b shows the result of converting the URMA of Fig. 3a to an output-agnostic DRMA (only for w=2, due to space limitations). We have simplified somewhat the formulas of each transition due to the presence of the TRUE predicates in some of them. For example, the min-term f ∧¬TRUE for the start state is unsatisfiable and can be ignored while f ∧TRUE may be simplified to f . Note that, as mentioned, although the RMA of Figures 3a and 3b are equivalent when viewed as recognizers, they are not with respect to their matches. For example, a stream of two T events followed by an H event will be correctly recognized by both the URMA and the output-agnostic DRMA, but the former will produce a match involving only the second T event and the H event, whereas the latter will mark both T events and the H event. However, our final aim to construct a deterministic RMA with a single run that correctly detects when a pattern is completed has been achieved.
(a) RMA after unrolling cycles, for w = 3 (whole RMA, black and light gray states) and w = 2 (top 3 states in black). 
Summary and Further Work
We presented an automaton model, RMA, that can act as a computational model for CEPL expressions with n-ary formulas, which are quintessential for practical CEP applications. RMA thus extend the expressive power of MA and symbolic automata. They also extend the expressive power of register automata, through the use of formulas that are more complex than (in)equality predicates. RMA have nice compositional properties, without imposing severe restrictions on the use of operators. A significant fragment of core-CEPL expressions may be captured by RMA. Moreover, we showed that outout-agnostic determinization is also possible, if a window operator is used, a very common feature in CEP. As future work, besides what has already been mentioned, we need to investigate the class of CEPL expressions that can be captured by RMA, since RMA are more expressive than bounded CEPL expressions. We also intend to investigate how the extra operators (like negation) and the selection strategies of CEPL may be incorporated. We have presented here results about some basic closure properties. Other properties (e.g., decidability of emptiness, universality, equivalence, etc) remain to be determined, although it is to be expected that RMA, being more expressive than symbolic and
A Appendix
Proof of Theorem 8. The proof is inductive and the algorithm compositional, starting from the base case where φ := R AS x FILTER f (x). Besides the base case, there are four other cases to consider: three for concatenation, union and Kleene+ and one more for filters with n-ary formulas. The proofs and algorithms for the first four cases are very similar to the ones for Match Automata [16] . Here, we present the full proof for n-ary formulas and for one direction only, i.e., we prove the following:
Algorithm 3 is the construction algorithm for this case.
First, some preliminary definitions are required. During the construction of a RMA from a CEPL expression, we keep and update two functions, referring to the variables of the initial CEPL expression and how these are related to the transitions and registers of the RMA: First, the partial function δx : ∆ X, mapping the transitions of the RMA to the variables of the CEPL expression; Second, the total function rx : RG → X, mapping the registers of the RMA to the variables of the CEPL expression. With a slight abuse of notation, we will also sometimes use the notation f −1 (y) to refer to all the domain elements of f that map to y.
We also present some further properties that we will need to track when constructing a RMA A φ from a CEPL expression φ. At every inductive step, we assume that the following properties hold for sub-expressions of φ and sub-automata of A φ , except for the base case where it is directly proven that the properties hold. At the end of every step, we need to prove that these properties continue to hold for φ and A φ as well. The details of these proofs are omitted, except for the case of n-ary formulas that we present here. Property 1. For every walk w induced by an accepting run and for every x ∈ bound(φ), x appears exactly once in w. Moreover, there also exists a trail t contained in w such that, for every x ∈ bound(φ), x appears exactly once in t.
Property 2. Assume M ∈ A φ , i.e., ∃ : match( ) = M , and ∃v : M ∈ φ (S, i, v). Let be:
and let t i = v S (x b ) be the tuple of the stream assigned to x b ∈ var(φ) through valuation v. Then, the following relationships hold between v and :
For the transition δ i that "consumed" t i , it holds that δx(
and is assigned to a register (x b ∈ range(rx) with rx(r b ) = x b ), then, for each γ j , it holds that
In other words, an event from the stream associated with variable x can only trigger transitions associated with this same variable. Additionally, if x is associated with a register, then the event will be written to that register once at position i.
In other words, if a variable x has not been assigned to a register, all transitions associated with this variable do not write to any registers. If a variable x has been assigned to a register, then all transitions associated with this variable write to the same register. We first prove the fact that (detailed proof omitted):
, if M is a match of A φ then it should also be a match of A φ , since A φ is the same as A φ but with more constraints on some of its transitions. If a match can satisfy the constraints of A φ , it should also satisfy the more relaxed constraints of A φ . We can now conclude, by the induction hypothesis, that:
We can try this valuation for φ as well. We then need to prove that M ∈ φ (S, i, v ) . By the definition of the CEPL semantics [16] , we see that we need to prove two facts:
The first one has already been proven. We now need to prove the second one. Note first, that, the initial assumption M ∈ A φ (S i ) means that there is an accepting run such that match( ) = M . By Property 1, we can conclude that, no matter what the accepting run is, it will have necessarily passed through a trail where every x ∈ var(f ) appears exactly once (more precisely, where every x ∈ bound(φ) appears once, and, since var(f ) ⊆ bound(φ), the same for every x ∈ var(f )). This means that Algorithm 3 will have updated one transition on this trail, by "appending" f to its original formula f (line 6). Moreover, since the run is accepting, this transition will have applied. More precisely, if is the accepting run and δ i is this transition, the pair of successor configurations linked through it would be:
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The formula of δ i would then be δ i .f = δ i .f ∧ f , where δ i is the corresponding transition in A φ (see again line 6). Now, the fact that δ i applied means that
where rs old is the register selection of the transition in A φ and rs new is the new register selection created for f (x 1 , · · · , x n ) in line 7. But this also implies that
Note the similarity between what we have established thus far in Eq. (6) and what we need to prove in Eq. (5). We will now prove that γ i (rs new .b) = v S (x b ), ∀1 ≤ b ≤ n and this will conclude our proof (note that we will not deal with and TRUE transitions, since they always apply and do not affect the registers.).
As we have shown, if is an accepting run of A φ , then a run of A φ is induced which is also accepting:
where the transitions δ i of A φ are the transitions δ i of A φ , possibly modified (in their formulas or writing registers) by Algorithm 3 and
i.e., the contents of registers common to both RMA are the same. Let x b be a variable of f in Eq. (5). Since φ is bounded, x b ∈ bound(φ ). Let t j = v S (x b ) be the tuple assigned to x b by valuation v . By the induction hypothesis and Property 2, we know that, for and v , the following hold:
For the transition δ j that consumed t j ,
As we have said, the transition δ i of A φ is a transition that has been modified by "appending" the formula f to the formula δ i of A φ . However, note that Algorithm 3 can do this "appending" only if one variable of f (say x m ) is associated with δ i and all other variables of f appear in every trail to δ i (more precisely, to its source state). Let w be the walk on A φ induced by :
We will now prove that no variables of f can appear after δ i in w . Assume that one variable of f does indeed appear after δ i . Now, if we take the sub-walk of w that ends at δ i : w i = < · · · , δ i >, we know (proof omitted) that w i contains a trail to δ i .source. But this trail will necessarily contain all variables x ∈ var(f ) − {x m }. Therefore, if such a variable appears after δ i .source as well, it will appear at least twice in w . But, since x ∈ bound(φ ) and w is a walk induced by the accepting run , by Property 1, this is a contradiction. With respect to x m , by the same property, we know that x m appears in δ i , thus it cannot appear later. Note that this is also true for w and δ i , since the two RMA are structurally the same and they have the same δx functions.
Going back to x b , we can refine Eq. (8) and (9) to:
where the output is • and one where the output is •. Please, note that this is the first time that we use the ability of a transition to write to more than one registers. So, from now on, δ.R will be a set that is not necessarily a singleton. This allows us to retain the same set of registers, i.e., the set of registers RG will be the same for the NRMA and the DRMA. A new transition created for the DRMA may write to multiple registers, if it "encodes" multiple transitions of the NRMA, which may write to different registers. It is also obvious that the resulting RMA is deterministic, since the various min-terms out of every state are mutually exclusive for the same output. First, we will prove the following proposition: There exists a run
N can follow by reading the first k tuples from the sub-stream S(i), iff there exists a run S(i) ) that A D can follow by reading the same first k tuples, such that, if
are the runs of A N and A D respectively, then, q
We say that a register r appears in a run at position m if r ∈ δ m .R. We will prove only direction (the other is similar). Assume there exists a run N . We will prove that there exists a run D by induction on the length k of the run.
is indeed a run of the DRMA that satisfies the proposition, since q s,N ∈ q s,D = {q s,N } (by the construction algorithm, line 23), all registers are empty and no registers appear in the runs.
Case k > 0. Assume the proposition holds for k. We will prove it holds for k + 1 as well. Let N k be a run of A N after the first k tuples and
be the possible runs of the NRMA after reading k + 1 tuples and expanding N k . Then, we need to find a run of the DRMA like:
Consider first the transitions whose output is •. By the induction hypothesis, we know that q + 1) th tuple. Additionally, the arguments passed to each of the formulas of the min-term are the same (registers) as those passed to them in the non-deterministic run (by the construction algorithm, line 11). To make this point clearer, consider the following simple example of a min-term (where we have simplified notation and use registers directly as arguments):
This means that f 1 (r 1,1 , · · · , r 1,k ), with the exact same registers as arguments, will be the formula of a transition of the NRMA that applied. Similarly for f 3 . With respect to f 2 , it will be the formula of a transition that did not apply. If we can show that the contents of those registers are the same in the runs of the NRMA and DRMA when reading the last tuple, then this will mean that δ Since and D k+1 , mark the stream at the same positions. Therefore, if they are accepting runs, they produce the same matches, i.e., if M ∈ A N (S i ), then M ∈ A D (S i ).
Proof of Lemma 15. Let φ := ψ WINDOW w. Algorithm 6 shows how we can construct A φ (we use superscripts to refer to expressions and reserve subscripts for referring to stream indexes in the proof). The basic idea is that we first construct as usual the RMA A ψ for the sub-expression ψ (and eliminate -transitions). We can then use A ψ to enumerate all the possible walks of A ψ of length up to w and then join them in a single RMA through disjunction. Essentially, we need to remove cycles from every walk of A ψ by "unrolling" them as many times as necessary, without the length of the walk exceeding w. This "unrolling" operation is performed by the (recursive) Algorithm 7. was created as a copy of q ψ (and multiple states of A φ may be copies of the same state of A ψ ). We do the same for the registers as well, through the function CopyOfR. The algorithm avoids an explicit enumeration, by gradually building the automaton as needed, through an incremental expansion. Of course, walks that do not end in a final state may be removed, either after the construction or online, whenever a non-final state cannot be expanded. . Thus the proposition holds for 0 < k + 1 ≤ w as well. The proof of the proposition above also shows that the outputs of the transitions of the two runs will be the same, thus, since the proposition holds for accepting runs as well, match( ψ ) = match( φ ) = M , if ψ and ψ are accepting (note that they must be either both accepting or both non-accepting).
One last touch is required. The RMA A φ , as explained, can have runs of finite length. On the other hand, the original expression applies to (possibly infinite) streams. Therefore, one last modification to A φ is needed. We add a loop, TRUE transition from the start state to itself, so that a run may start at any point in the stream. The "effective" maximum length of every run, however, remains w. The final RMA will then have the form of a tree (no cycles exist and walks can only split but not converge back again), except for its start state with its self-loop.
We also note that w must be a number greater than (or equal to) the minimum length of the walks induced by the accepting runs (which is something that can be computed by the structure of the expression). Although this is not a formal requirement, if it is not satisfied, then the RMA won't detect any matches.
